Reception
Thursday 4th March 2021
Morning Message

Good morning Reception!
Today is Thursday 4th March 2021.
1 more day of home learning to go!
We would like to wish Norah (Middlesex) a big happy birthday for today!! We hope you
have an amazing day and have lots of fun and lots of CAKE 🍰
Writing
Wow! We are super proud of all the effort that you have put into your Literacy home learning
over the last couple of weeks!
Today it is World Book Day, so for today’s Literacy lesson we would like you to design a poster
of your favourite book! Make sure to write the title of the book on your poster so we know what
book you chosen.
You can bring your poster to your briefing this afternoon and you can explain to your class why
you enjoy your chosen book so much. We cannot wait to see all the amazing posters later!
Reading

Today you have a story called ‘The Spell.’ Don’t forget to do the spelling and the reading of those
speed sounds. Click here for your Phonics lesson.

Mathematics

Today you will be estimating and measuring objects around the house.
You will need to first write down your estimation and then after measuring write down
the measurement. Remember estimate means a smart guess! Your estimation should be
close to the measurement, but it does not need to be exactly the same!
You can watch the lesson here and access your task sheet here.
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Foundation Subject

Crafty Kids
Today you are going to be designing your own musical instrument. You can
use anything around your house to make your instrumental. For example,
you can fill an empty water bottle with rice to make a shaker; put rubber
bands around the top of a toilet roll tube to make a makeshift guitar; or use
a pot and a wooden spoon as a drum. Let’s see how creative you can be.
Question for the day

Riddle of the day:
You answer me, but I never ask questions. What am I?
Find the answer on tomorrow’s home learning sheet.
Answer to yesterday’s riddle: Address (A dress)
Weekly Spellings
Here are 5 high frequency words for you to learn. Don’t forget to get an adult to test you at the
end of the week.

Some
See
Come
Make
Now

